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Preparations for a proposal
Location: Helsinki, Finland
Hilton Resort Helsinki Kalastajatorppa

- In the city of Helsinki
- Lots of walking and outdoors possibilities
- Large parking lot
- Fewer restaurants around, but good for social event
- A bit more difficult to get with public transportation
Sokos Hotel at Tripla Mall (built 2019)

- In the city of Helsinki, next to Pasila train station
- Direct access by train from airport (each 15 minutes)
- Lots of restaurants in cafés in the Tripla mall
- Not so much green around
- Not next to the sea
Questions

• Is May 2022 OK?
• Which period during this time should it be?
  • 16.05.-20.05.2022?
  • 23.05.-27.05.2022?
• Once time period solved, then hotels to be contacted and participation price would be obtained